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a new image at the beginning of the game is created. there's a new wackarang and the ghost of c&c. the faction page still shows what the generals unit list looks like, which is neat i like it. old featureless drop down box from spec-ops has been replaced with new drop
down menu that works the same way as the one from the generals zero hour mod. you can also pause and unpause the game, etc. the most noticeable change is you can change the button layout from two buttons, four buttons to any other number, thanks to the mod
itself. this new mod's purpose is not to be a "fix" mod that fixes all the game's bugs or uses other mods, like the generals zero hour mod, it's purpose is to give the generals zero hour campaign the mod's zero hour experience, with all the features of the previous c&c

generals mod, while keeping the mod size down and the amount of work needed under control, since it only includes zero hour content and extra content for generals zero hour is not available for non zero hour users, which is why this mod's download is kept small. the
mod doesn't contains any zero hour updates since we don't want to change anything about them. there's also no multiplayer changes besides the new zero hour mode and factions, this mod does not contains any generals multiplayer changes. download c&c generals
zero hour infinite warfare mod for windows -. download command & conquer generals - zero hour for pc. command & conquer: generals - zero hour deluxe. zero hour mod for generals - zero hour. d3d v1 zero hour mod f. the only mod you are likely to download from
this list is the zero hour mod, a cross-generations mod that adds some really awesome zero hour features to generals.. game fans can download it now from the following link: https://puu.to/nzgfv1. this mod might be old but i think it's still the best zero hour mod you
can find and it's size is not too large and it also contains some awesome zero hour features such as generals. ok, so you've downloaded a file called c & c generals zero hour. d3d8 zero hour mod 2v2 and 4v4. which mod is great for generals zero hour? want to know

more about the mod? read this article that is specifically written for us to give more info about the mod we are talking about. john tertzak, developer of c&c: generals zero hour, has another mod for zero hour, called d3d.c&c generals zero hour d3d v1 mod for windows
-. download command and conquer generals zero hour zero hour. generals 0.94 balance patch v3 mod: 325.4mb: 9/9/2019: 49.2k: 644. the mod pack is available for free download and it's the only way to get command and conquer generals zero hour dlc for free.
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